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a b s t r a c t

This study aims to develop and validate an annual photosensor performance simulation method (APPSM)
to compute the photosensor signals for a lighting control system under various daylight conditions. A
series of computer simulations using PSENS, which is a simulation program within Radiance software
were conducted and field measurements were performed under various daylight conditions in order to
validate the simulation results of APPSM.

Results indicate that the photosensor signals predicted by PSENS and APPSM showed a strong linear
correlation. Prediction results by APPSM generally consisted with the results field measurements,
although slight differences between them existed under particular daylight conditions. The differences in
photosensor signals between the prediction by APPSM and measurement effectively decreased as
shielding conditions were applied to photosensors.

A strong linear relationship existed between the photosensor signals obtained from prediction by
APPSM and the field measurements. The prediction models for the photosensor shielding conditions
were acceptable with a significance level of 0.01. The majority of percent differences between the
measured and simulated photosensor signals were within 10% under clear and partly cloudy sky
conditions.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A daylight responsive dimming control system,whichmaintains
a design level of illuminance at the task surface with the use of
electric lighting, can significantly reduce the electric lighting use in
spaces where daylight is a useful source of illumination [1e7].
Daylight associated with electric light which is controlled by a
daylight dimming system contributes to occupants' visual comfort,
psychological satisfaction and work productivity [8e15]. Despite
the energy saving potentials and occupants' satisfaction obtained
from the daylight dimming control system, it has not been widely
used in commercial buildings due to the difficulty in the calibration

and optimization of the system performance and malfunction of
control system devices [16e19].

For the daylight dimming system, the ideal location for a pho-
tosensor would be on the workplane but this position is inappro-
priate because the photosensor would likely be disturbed or shaded
by activities in the room. Thus, the photosensor is mounted on the
ceiling rather than the workplane to minimize interference from
activities in the room. Controlling workplane illuminance with a
sensor located on the ceiling complicates photosensor control
[20e25]. The correlation of the illuminance levels between the
workplane and ceiling is strongly influenced by the position and
spatial response of the photosensors [4,20,23,26e28].

Therefore, a proper calibration of a photosensor is critical to
ensure reliable operation of lighting control system and lighting
energy savings. In order to achieve a target light level at the
workplane, the calibration of the photosensor for a particular
sensor position and orientation for optimum operation adjusts the
control algorithm, which is based on sensor signal to ballast output
relationship [29e31].
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Knowing the annual performance of the photosensor is essential
to determine an optimum sensor position and spatial response that
influence lighting energy savings without undershooting or over-
shooting a target illuminance in space. Several computer simula-
tion tools, such as SPOT, PSENS and DAYSIM, have been used to
analyze photosensor system performance and the behavior of
lighting control systems.

SPOT is used to simulate photosensor performance and deter-
mine optimum photosensor positioning using annual daylight
performance in a space [32]. The annual daylight simulation is
based on bihourly daylight factors for three representative days
under clear and overcast sky conditions. The hourly computation of
daylight performance is computed by interpolating pre-computed
daylight factors. Accordingly, annual daylight performance is
inaccurately estimated, especially for clear and partly cloudy sky
conditions. In addition, the spatial distributions of the photosensors
that control the influence of the photosensors on the dimming
control system were not specifically included.

DAYSIM, which is based on Radiance, allows users to model
annual variations of daylight in space and to analyze complex
electric lighting systems controlled by a photosensor dimming
system. Annual daylight simulation by DAYSIM is based on daylight
coefficients approach and the Perez sky model [33e36]. Consid-
ering the spatial response of the photosensors and lighting control
algorithms for the dimming and switching of the electric lighting
system, the DAYSIM incorporates a separatemodule, which permits
the analysis of electric lighting and the modeling of integrated
photosensor lighting controls [37].

Also, it was known that the simulation error of DAYSIM
expressed in mean bias errors (MBEs) ranged from 6 to 20% as
compared to measured data [35,38]. However, the performance of
the photosensor analysis module for calculations needs further
validation against measured data under real daylight conditions.

PSENS, which is a simulation procedure within the Radiance
software, is able to simulate the behavior of photosensors in
response to various daylight and electric lighting conditions. Pho-
tosensor response is a function of the luminance distributions from
all surfaces which are detected by the sensor. Therefore, it com-
putes a photosensor signal by multiplying the luminance distri-
bution of a space captured as a fisheye view with the angular
sensitivity data of the photosensor.

The accuracy of the PSENS program in Radiance was validated
with the percent error range of ±6.7% using measured data [39].
However, examining the annual performance of photosensors us-
ing PSENS is impractical since PSENS requires hourly fish-eye im-
ages of the space for an entire year, which is a very computationally
extensive procedure. Accordingly, the performance of the photo-
electric dimming control system simulated by PSENSwas examined
for limited photosensor conditions under various daylight condi-
tions such as cloudiness levels.

Under these circumstances, an accurate annual photosensor
performance simulation method, which computes photosensor

signals considering its spatial sensitivity in response to various
daylight conditions, are necessary in order to predict overall system
performance prior to installation in the field and actual commis-
sioning of photosensor-based lighting control system.

Therefore, this study develops an annual photosensor perfor-
mance simulation method (APPSM) and validates its accuracy
against an existing computation software and field measurement
data. The photosensor signals computedwith APPSM can be used to
assist in the commissioning of photosensor-based lighting control
system.

In this study, the theoretical foundation for the APPSM is pro-
posed, and validations of computational results from the APPSM
were performed in order to prove the accuracy of the computa-
tional results. The validation was performed by comparing the
photosensor signals computed by APPSM with those predicted by
the PSENS program in Radiance for typical classrooms, since PSENS
is a validated program using field measurement data and proven to
be accurate [38]. Also, the variations in illuminance computed by
the APPSMwere compared with actual data that were acquired in a
full-scale mock-up space under a variety of sky conditions.

2. Development of computational algorithm

2.1. Computational algorithm for annual photosensor performance
simulation method

The primary computational method developed in this study was
the APPSM. The theoretical foundations that form the fundamental
grounds for this method are briefly discussed in this section. The
APPSM adopts the daylight coefficient theory and considers the sun
and sky as separate light sources [40]. As shown in Fig.1, the APPSM
for the sky uses the daylight coefficients for the 145 sky patches
covering the sky hemisphere to compute the illuminance contri-
bution from each sky patch to an illuminance calculation point
including interreflections [41].

This fixed numerical relationship between the luminance from
the surface of each sky patch and the resulting illuminance at the
calculation point is called a daylight coefficient. Once the daylight
coefficients have been computed, the illuminance contribution
from the sky with an arbitrary luminance distribution can be easily
calculated by summing the multiplication of the luminance values
of the 145 sky patches with their respective daylight coefficients. In
this study, the daylight coefficients are computed using the rtcon-
trib program in Radiance, which traces rays from each analysis
point and records the hits of individual sky patches until they reach
the requested bounce numbers.

In the APPSM, the contribution from the sun is divided into
direct and reflected components to achieve higher accuracy in the
prediction of illuminance from the sun. The direct illuminance is
calculated using rtrace, which is one of the computation programs
in Radiance and takes only a fewminutes to compute all hourly sun
conditions occurring for an entire year. The reflected illuminance of
the sun can be computed using the reflected daylight coefficients
from the 145 sky patches, which have been computed to derive the
illuminance contribution from the sky.

Two different approaches were considered to compute the re-
flected component of the daylight coefficient for a specific sun
position [40,42,43]. One is to use the single-sky-patch condition. In
this case, the reflected component of the daylight coefficient for the
sky patch that contains the sun is used. For example, sky patch 132
shown in Fig. 2 has the sun at 11 a.m. on June 17 within the patch.
Therefore, the reflected daylight coefficients from sky patch 132 are
used to compute the reflected sun illuminance for the sun at 11 a.m.
on June 17.

Nomenclature

usun solid angle of the sun
usky,patch solid angle of the sky patch
Eref,sun reflected illuminance contribution from the sun
DCref,sky i reflected component of daylight coefficient from

sky patch i
Lsun luminance of the sun
Wi weighting factor for sky patch i
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